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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
This study has two major purposes: 
1. To determine the outstanding problems 
in teaching shorthand transcription. 
2. To determine through analysis of the 
data obtained in this survey the best 
procedures which are now being used in 
Massachusetts in solving the common 
problems which teachers encounter in 
teaching shorthand transcription. 
The data for this study was obtained through a survey report 
of the problems and teaching procedures which was sent to 
one shorthand-transcription teacher in each of 245 public 
high schools in Massachusetts. Enough data should be 
available from this study to recommend effective procedures 
for dealing with poor results in shorthand-transcription 
teaching. 
Justification of Problem 
II 
!: 
' 
This study of shorthand-transcription practices and 
problems was undertaken because of the large number of students!, 
enrolled in shorthand transcription which drop out or fail 
each year. The reasons for this high mortality rate in 
shorthand-transcription learning should be investigated and 
some of these failures might be foreseen and avoided. 
Shermanl stated that 35 per cent of all the beginners fail 
in the first semester of shorthand and that some studies 
I 
lj· 
showed as high as 50 per cent of the class failing. Improved 1 
il 
I' 
:j 
I! 
II 
guidance programs and prognostic tests might be helpful so 
that the shorthand-transcription class is made up of students 
who possess the abilities and aptitudes necessary to make 
successful stenographic employees. II 
Another reason for this study of shorthand-transcription I[ 
II 
practices and problems was the lack of knowledge of the 1 
most effective procedures for solving the outstanding problems j 
in teaching shorthand transcription. ~fective procedures 
for dealing with these teaching problems should reduce the 
large per cent of students who drop out or fail. 
Teachers have shown a growing interest in shorthand-
transcription problems and teaching practices; this is indi-
,I 
II 
1: 
,[ 
I 
II 
II 
cated by the increased number of articles in magazines of busi-jl 
In an article on the improve- 1l ness education in recent years. 
ment of learning and achievement in shorthand written by 
Amerson, et al, the following seven factors were found to be 
the most significant of those contrib,)ting to the failures of 
students in learning shorthand. 
1. Inadequate selection procedures. 
2. Failure to build upon what the learner knows. 
!Sherman, Marsdon, 11 Factors in Stenographic Prognosis, 11 
The National Business Education Quarterly, Fall Issue, October, 
1942, p. 43. 
., 
I! 
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i 
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'11 3. Failure on the part of school administrators 
I to establish definite lines of responsibili-
' ties among teachers for directing children 
li in the development of the fundamentals of 
l
i English, spelling, handwriting, and social 
~ i behavior is a significant fact. 
I 
4. Confusion on the part of shorthand teachers 
and school administrators of general educa-
tional objectives and standards on the one 
hand, with job objectives and standards on 
the other band has resulted in the gradua-
ting of students who never attain the hiring 
standards. 
5. Types of difficulties encountered in learning 
shorthand contribute to mortality. These 
difficulties are commonly classified as 
(1) structural, and (2) contextual. 
6. Types of activities performed by the learner 
and measured by the teacher have an effect 
upon mortality. 
7. The lack of standardized shorthand tests 
probably contribute~ to the mortality of 
shorthand students. 
Amerson, et al, conclude by saying that in nearly every aspect 
of improvement of learning and achievement in shorthand, 
research is needed. 
Organization into Chapters 
The purposes of this study of outstanding problems in 
the teaching of shorthand transcription and the best proce-
ii dures for solving these problems in the public secondary 
II 
li schools of Massachusetts. were outlined in Chapter I. In 
1----
1 2Amerson, Vera, et al., 11 Improvement of Learning and 
1
11 
Achievement in Shorthand, n Volume II, The American Business 
Education Yearbook, New York, 1945, pp:-130-138. 
I' =~·~·~·=·=~-~-==~=~···'·'· =~=.~= 
' 
I 
., 
addition, a few articles were summarized that indicated the 
need for f1~ther research in the shorthand-transcription 
field. In Chapter II, related studies already written on 
shorthand-transcription practices, problems and recommen-
dations are reviewed. These articles were taken from 
periodicals, yearbooks, and other research studies. In 
Chapter III is found an outline of the procedure followed 
in making this survey of shorthand-transcription problems 
and practices in Massachusetts public secondary schools. In 
Chapter IV, the returns from the survey report sent to 245 
public high schools in Massachusetts are tabulated, sum-
marized, and presented according to the different sections 
of the inquiry. In Chapter V, a summary and recommendations 
were made from the data gained through this study of out-
standing shorthand-transcription teaching problems, and the 
best procedures being used in solving the common problems 
which teachers encounter in teaching shorthand transcription. 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter will summarize some of the articles taken 
from periodicals, yearbooks, and other professional literature 
relative to practices and problems in shorthand-transcription. 
The purpose of introducing shorthand transcription is 
vocational. Students are taught these subjects to enable 
them to earn a livelihood as a stenographer. In 1929, 
Barnhart3 stated that the outstanding weakness of stenographers~~ 
was their lack of knowledge about the conventions of written 
English, such as spelling, hyphenation, syllabication, punc-
i tuation, sentence structure, grammatical agreement, and the 
proper use of relative pronouns. Since stenographers are 
responsible for satisfactory transcripts, he believes that 
"teachers of shorthand must not only be well enough acquainted 
with all these English usages to detect errors in the tran-
scripts which pupils make for her, but also know how 1 to teach 
out' the more common errors." Barnhart further states the 
changes needed in planning programs for training teachers of 
stenographic arts should include modifying existing curricula 
so as to: 
1. Guarantee competency as stenographers on 
the part of all recommended as teachers of 
3Barnhart, F. s., "Teacher Training in Shorthand," 
Second Yearbook, Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association, 
New York, 1929, P• 303. i! 
______ c_ccc~----JL,~-C--~~ 
2. Provide special methods courses in the 
teaching of shorthand. 
3. Provide directed and supervised teaching 
of shorthand and of a.ll other essential 
stenographic arts. 
4. Give instruction in how to make analyses 
of local stenographic requirements. 
5. Give experience in constructing shorthand 
courses and in developing special learning 
exercises that prepare for local working 
conditions. 
6. Give experience in selecting and construc-
ting learning exercises required for meeting 
individual needs and interests. 
7. Develop judgment in devising diagnostic 
tests and constructing remedial instruc-
tional materials. 
8. Give an adequate working knowledge of the 
conventions of written English. 
9. Give experience in constructing instruc-
tional materia.l that insures sufficient 
drill on the conventions of written Eng-
lish to produce satisfactory transcripts. 
10. Provide experience in developing in pupils 
desirable working attitudes and traits.4 
The necessity for a good English background for steno-
graphers was again brought out by Olenbush. 5 In a study of 
transcription errors, the most common errors reported were: 
faulty letter arrangement, incorrect punctuation, abbreviation,' 
capitalization, many misspelled words, the use of plural 
4Ibid, P• 304. 
5olenbush, Mercy, "A Study of Transcription Errors," 
Journal of Business Education, vol. 15, September, 1939, 
PP• ll, 12, 2o. 
The 
I! 
d 
___ ------------ c~_:_-~__;:=co=~=----c 
subjects with singular verbs, adjectives and adverbs used 
interchangeably, wrong sequence of tenses, misuse of the 
comma, hyphen, apostrophe, improper sentence structure, words 
omitted and words inserted. He suggested that teachers of 
shorthand, typing, office practice and junior business 
training should get together and decide what should be taught 
as to form and arrangement of work. He believes that vocab-
ulary development should be stressed and that proper prog-
nostic testa and reading ability test should be helpful in 
the guidance of students in selecting business courses. 
Need for reorganizing the kind of teaching that is being 
done in shorthand transcription was reported by Hylton6 in 
the Journal of Business Education. Of the 32,000 persons who 
recently took Civil Service Examinations in typing and short-
hand only 49.5 passed. A personnel technician in the office 
of the Secretary of War in Washington wrote: 
Teachers should assist administrators in setting 
up programs that inspire better selection of 
students as prospective office employees. They 
should take an active interest in planning more 
logical and more fruitful courses of study. 
They should make certain that such courses are 
based on present-day job needs, keeping constantly 
in mind the ultimate objective, that is, to pro-
vide employers with competent initial workers. 
Definite standards for graduation and placement 
should be established and adhered to. Teachers 
should keep pace with improved methods and tech-
niques of teaching, which, as a rule, shorten 
the time required for acquiring basic office 
skills. Recently developed visual aids should 
be secured and properly used. A systematic 
6Hylton, Maye c., "Results of the Civil Service Examina-
tion for Stenographers and Typists," The Journal of Business 
,~_,,-_- '"''+------- --- . ----------~-~- -,-,---~ 
11 follow-up program for former students should be 
1, carried on. Checks should be made with those 
I! students, their employers, and particularly with 
their immediate supervisors to learn about both 
general and specific weaknesses in the school 
training. Corrective action should then be under-
taken. 
In the past few years, a large number of writers and 
teachers have offered teaching suggestions for shorthand-
transcription courses. The following 11 Ten Commandments for 
the Teaching of Shorthand" were given by Blanchard7 to teachers 
of shorthand: 
1. Build on beginners' longhand skill. 
2. Substitute shorthand for longhand. 
3. Use automatic instead of formal review. 
4. Aim at only one skill-building objective 
at a time. 
5. Build shorthand vocabulary along with speed. 
6. Build speed by the pyramid plan. 
7. When you teach, teach, don't test. 
8. Vary the temper of your teaching. 
9. Give the right kind of remedial assistance. 
10. Measure outcomes by more than words-a-minute. 
He suggested that these ten commandments could be used for a 
self-evaluation check list. 
!i 
il In 1947, Johnson, 8 made the following recommendations in 
11 presenting a Course of Study .!.!! Transcription for use in the 
ii high schools of the state of Connecticut: 
I[ 
!i 
II 
f, 
:j 
II 
It is recommended that a half year of practical, 
or business, English stressing correct writing 
and speech be required of stenograph:l.c students 
in the eleventh or twelfth year, including busi-
i''----=------
1! 7Blanchard, Clyde I., 11Ten Commandments for the Teachinf 
li of Shorthand, 11 The Business Education World, vol. 28, June, 
'I 1948, P• 591. -
8Johnson, Martha, Practices in Teaching Transcription, 
=~~-- ~er's Thesis, Boston UniversitY"; 1947, PP• -~2:~~~~,~~~,~~ 
I 
t-Il 
,, 
,, 
il 
' 
ness letter writing, grammar review, spelling 
and business vocabulary, proofreading, editing, 
reporting, manuscript style, the use of the 
telephone, and the interview. 
Guidance and Placement: Business students 
should be-given adequate sympathetic and wise 
counsel before electing the stenographic courses. 
Minimum requirements for transcription should 
be adhered to. Stenographic ability or apti-
tude tests may be helpful in determining pro-
bable failures ie not always dependable in 
predicting a student's success particularly 
in transcription •••• Teachers of advanced 
stenography and transcription should be best 
qualified to recommend stenographic students 
for available stenographic positions. 
Certain teaching suggestions were made by Johnson9 in 
connection with the proposed Course of Study in Transcription, 
based on the findings of this study. Prerequisites for the 
formal course in transcription should be definite. The fol-
lowing was suggested: typewriting, 40 wormper minute {five 
" minute writing); shorthand, 80 words per minute {five-minute 
,, dictation). Knowledge of vocabulary should be stressed by 
beginning stenography and typewriting teachers. During the 
learning process in transcription shorthand reading and 
ii 
>!writing should be coordinated, and typewriting techniques 
:I 
11 improved. 
ll 
The dictionary habit and correct methods of orgaa-
l1 'i.Zc:fn~g work and materials should be taught. Only mailable 
letters should be accepted for credit, neat and accurate in 
I! 
il form, proofread and correct when submitted for approval on the 
' 
:1 first writing. The production rate should include all time 
, factors; handling of proofreading, erasing and correcting any 
I 
Ibid, PP• 88-90. 
errors before submitting for approval the finished transcript. 
The minimum standards suggested at the end of the course would 
be: Three letters, a total of not less than 400 words dic-
tated at not less than 80 words per minute, produced as 
mailable transcripts in thirty minutes. Production standards 
should be individual standards. Each student should increase, 
as he is capable, his own goals for achievement, as far beyond 
the minimum standard as possible. 
Because of the large percentage of students who fail 
shorthand transcription, this study tried to determine the 
outstanding problems in shorthand-transcription teaching and 
the best techniques used in solving these problems in the 
public secondary schools of Massachusetts. Opinions of ex-
perienced teachers were thought valuable and a survey report 
was sent to 245 schools. In the following chapter the 
procedure used in making this survey is outlined. 
II 
II 
I'" 
I! 
I' 
' I' 
I' 
,, 
!in 
"~·~~·~"··~= 
I 
11 
1: 
,I 
i! !I I; 
I 
11 il ,, 
II 
'I 
II 
I 
II 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The procedure established for making this survey of 
teacher training, problems and practices of shorthand trans-
cription in the public high schools in Massachusetts was as 
follows: 
1. An analysis was made of the literature 
concerning the major problems involved in 
teaching the subject. 
5. 
On the basis of the analysis of the litera-
ture, a survey report containing 43 items 
was constructed to find out the current 
practices and outstanding problems involved 
in teaching· shorthand and transcription 
courses in the state of Massachusetts. 
The inquiry blanks together with a letter 
of transmittal were sent to the principals 
of 245 public high schools in Massachusetts. 
The inquiry blanks were to be filled out by 
one shorthand-transcription teacher in each 
school. 
Three weeks later follow-up cards were sent 
to 121 schools which did not reply. 
Responses were tabulated and summarized 
according to the different divisions of 
the inquiry. 
The following procedure was followed in making this 
I' 
1l survey of shorthand-transcription problems and practices in 
II I Massachusetts public schools. 
II yearbooks and periodicals, dealing with shorthand-transcription I 
[i problems. 
A study was made of theses, 
An analysis was made of the literature and on the 
'I basis of the analysis and assistance from shorthand-transcrip-
I 
i[ ' 
·c ~~--•••~--~~--~~~~~--~-== -~~~~-- ~•-ccccc .. •---=-•-•~-. -- •- =---•-•--•-•-•f-2=-=•~~•= 
\11 tion teachers, a survey report was constructed to find 
:: 
out the ,: ,, 
!l current practices and outstanding problems involved in 
II 
ii 
teaching:' 
1 shorthand-transcription courses in the state of Massachusetts. 
i This questionnaire was critically appraised and revised. A 
letter of transmittal was composed. 
!I 
(Appendix A, page 39.) 
il The revised inquiry blanks together with a letter of trans-
'! 
'I mittal were sent to the principals of 245 public high schools 
i! in Massachusetts. The inquiry blanks were to be filled out by 
'I li I! one shorthand-transcription teacher in each school. The high 
il schools were taken from the 1948 Educational Directory supplied 
il by the Massachusetts State Department of Education. Of the 
II 
!i 245 schools to which the survey report was sent, 124 schools 
li 
!i replied immediately. Three weeks later, follow-up cards 
1: 
:·r (Appendix B, page 40), were sent to 121 schools which did not 
i, reply. Fifty-one additional survey reports were received 
!after the follow-up, making a total of 175, or a return of 71 
11 per cent. The responses were then tabulated and summarized in 
!I il the next chapter. 
II 
fi 
'I 
1: 
Survey Report 
The seven-page inquiry form consisted of forty-three 
,: 
!I 
,, questions. (Appendix C, page 41·) 
I 
i, be answered by checking the reply. 
Most of the questions could 
This was done in order to 
jl facilitate answering such a long questionnaire. 
II questions in the survey report were as follows: 
~·~~-r-
1 
II 
The main 
1. What is the enrollment for the total school, 
the business curriculum and the shorthand-
transcription courses? 
2. What is the average percentage of failures 
and drop-outs in shorthand-transcription? 
. 
3. What prognostic measures are used with short-
hand-transcription students and how success-
ful are they? 
4. What are the prerequisites for the transcrip-
tion course and in which classes is it taught? 
5. What is the total length of time spent on 
shorthand-transcription? 
6. What is the approximate time and length of 
training and experience of the shorthand-
transcription teacher? 
7. What are the outstanding student problems 
encountered in shorthand-transcription 
teaching? 
s. What are the outstanding problems encountered 
in shorthand material? 
9. What are the outstanding problems encountered 
in the shorthand system? 
10. What are the outstanding problems encountered 
in teaching shorthand-transcription? 
11. What practices are used for solving the out-
standing problems in shorthand-transcription 
teaching? 
12. What are the standards of achievement in 
transcription? 
13. What improvements are suggested for more 
successful teaching of shorthand-transcript ion? 
Because of the length of the survey report, questions 
,: were so worded as to make a brief and rapid answer possible • 
.
i.f Twenty-nine questions could be answered by checking the reply, 
II 13 required numbers in the answers, and one qu.estion required 
==~=o=·---t==~ ~c~•~ ----~ --~~~=-~~~--~-~-----=-~ 
II 
1-i! 
li 
I' II 
ii 13 ~-,~ -~ C. 
one sentence or more. At the end of twenty-four questions, 
space was left for additional information the teacher might 
like to indicate. 
The findings of this questionnaire are submitted in 
the next chapter. A list of the schools which replied to the 
questionnaire is given in Appendix D. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Of the 245 schools solicited 175, or 71 per cent, re-I [, 
!j plied. From the responses received from the 175 schools, 
'I ii 
II 
,. 
the following data was compiled. 
Table I, !;)age 16, shows the percentage of students 
enrolled in shorthand which drop out or fail each year. This 
il table was summarized as follows: Ninety-nine, or 57 per cent ,, 
'1', 
[! of the 175 schools replying, reported between one and 29 
:! 
'I per cent of the students dropped out or failed shorthand each !, 
,, 
\' year. Thirty-nine schools, or 22 per cent, reported failure 
and drop-out per cenmbetween 30 and 59; seven schools, or 
four per cent, reported between 60 and 79 per cent. 
The fact that so many shorthand students dropped out 
: or failed shorthand each year might point to the need for 
1 
guidance for stenographic students and also the use of some 
' li type of prognosis. Students taking shorthand I in their 
I! senior year might be another reason for the high drop-out rate 
1: li in individual schools. Another factor would be that a few 
I [i schools reported an exploratory course for one semester. A 
" 
" 
\II high drop-out rate was indicated in schools with this type 
[I of course. 
~ I 
TABLE I 
Per Cent of Students 
Which Drop Out or Fail Shorthand Each Year 
% of Drop Out 
or 
Failure 
90-100 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
80-89 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
70-79 • • • • • • • • • • • 
60-69 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
50-59 • • • • • • • . • • • • 
40-49 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
30-39 • • • • • • • . • • • 
20-29 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
10-19 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1- 9 • • • • • • . • • • 
None . • • • • • • 
No data • • • • • • • • • • • 
Total Schools 175 
The Average Drop-out Per Cent Using 
Significant Factors in Predicting Shorthand Achievement 
Table II, page 17, shows the drop-out percentage using 
significant prognostic factors in predicting shorthand achieve-
[! 
1! ment. 'l'li th the use of the Detroit Clerical and Stanford 
!! 
:1 Achievement Tests for predictive factors, the average drop-out 
,) per cent was 15, with English and typing marks, the average 
I' 
! drop-out percent was 20, with English marks alone, the average 
· drop-out per cent was 23. 
I 
English and typing marks, and Turse 
.I 
I
. Aptitude Test showed an average drop-out per cent of 24, the 
!I Turse,u Hoke, and ERC Stenographic Aptitude Tests showed 29, .[ 
, --~~--·--- ___ _:::__c_:=.:__:_=-_-:-=-=o.c-:;-=:;,.~7._=~=-= 
I· II 
! 
II ,, 
!I 
'I !I ~~,=~~~~~~,c~==· -·~•-••-~•·~~--~•-~ ... -~=~~~--~~+1'~=~ 
I and Hoke Aptitude Test with English and typing marks, showed 
31. 
The following results indicated a need for more reli-
li able prognostic measures in the stenographic field. 
II 
i[ 
With the 
I: 
li 
I 
,! 
]l 
,, 
II 
II 
i 
I 
II 
II 
:I 
I' 
exception of the Detroit Clerical and Stanford Achievement 
Tests, the use of English and typing marks for predicting 
shorthand success would seem to be as informative as the 
additional use of various stenographic and aptitude tests now 
available. Further research is needed on prognosis in short-
hand. 
TABLE II 
The Average Drop-out Per Cent Using 
Significant Factors in Predicting Shorthand Achievement 
11 
l'i----------------------------------1 Number of Predictive Factors Average % of 
1\ Schools Used Drop-out 
,_---------------------------
20 Detroit Clerical & Stanford 
Achievement Tests 
I
I,'_ 22 English & Typing Marks 
24 English Marks 
15 
20 
23 
11 20 English & Typing Marks 
11 & Turse Aptitude Test 24 
1 
ii 18 Turse, Hoke, & ERC Stenographic 
1 
1'1. 15 E li hA.p;,;tuide TMeskts H k 29 I• ,, ng s , ~JP ng ar s, & o e :: 
;: Aptitude Test 31 : 11 __________________________________ 1
1 
·~~ ,! 
! 
ll 
II 
Comparative Enrollment 
II 
. Table III, page 18, shows the average per cent of the 
I business enrollment compared to the total enrollment in the 
:j 
school, and the average per cent of shorthand I and II students [1 
I ~====== ... -~-~-~--C~--0~-·=-~-~~~~-~4-=·~ 
I: 
li 
I· 
II 
il 
II I ~c~ c.c~-··-~~.-~~~~~= 
li compared to the business enrollment. The business 
,I 
enrollment II 
·' 
'!i ranged from eight to 1500 students. The average per cent of 
rl business enrollment increased with the size of the school. 
\!As the business enrollment increased, the average per cent of 
11 shorthand I students decreased from 27 to 17 per cent, and 
lthe average per cent of shorthand II students decreased from 
1119 
I 
.to eight per cent. 
I Table IV, page 19, shows the average per cent of trans-
]cription I and II, and secretarial practice enrollment as com-
1, 
As the business enrollment !i pared to the business enrollment. 
I! increased, the average per cent of transcription I students 
.I 
II decreased from 27 to five per cent, transcription II students 
I' . II 
11 decreased from 24 to three per cent, and the average per cent 
of secretarial practice students decreased from 18 to three 
per cent. 
TABLE III 
j, 
II 
li 
I 
il 
II 
II 
II 
'I 
II 
I: 
,, 
!I 
'I II !I 
If 
'I 
II 
il il 
I' I 
II ,, 
,, 
II 
II 
II' 
Average Per Cent of Business Enrollment !I 
Compared to Total Enrollment and Average Per Cent of 11 
__ s_h_o_r_t_h_a_n_d_I_a_n_d_I_I,_s_t_u_d_e_n_t_s_c_o_mp_a_r.,....e_d_t_o_B_,u,...s_i_n_e_s_,s,__E_n_r_o_l_lm,.....e_n_t __ 
1
1 
Average Average % Average % .I 
II 
I
ll Business 
1
1 Enroll-
ment 
ls-99 
1
100-199 
200-299 
\300-399 
1400-'199 
800-1500 
Number 
of 
Schoo'JB 
67 
40 
18 
10 
9 
10 
% of of Shorthand of Shorthand !I 
Business I Students II Students , 
Enrollment compared compared 
compared to to Total to Total 
Total School Business Business 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment 
38 
40 
41 
43 
44 
60 
27 
21 
19 
22 
18 
17 
19 
13 
10 
10 
9 
8 
=~-~~========================~ 
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TABLE IV 
Average Per Cent of 
Transcription I, II, and Secretarial Practice 
Students Compared to Business Enrollment 
Average % Average % Average % 
of Trans- of Trans- of Secre-
cription I cription II tarial Practice 
ii 
j!Business 
1
,
1
· Enroll-
, ment 
8-99 
100-199 
200-299 
300-399 
400-799 
800-1500 
Number 
of 
Schools 
67 
40 
18 
10 
9 
10 
Students Students Students 
Compared to Compared to Compared to 
Business Business Business 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment 
27 
15 
10 
13 
8 
5 
24 
14 
10 
10 
8 
3 
18 
17 
16 
7 
6 
3 
With the exception of six of the schools surveyed, Gregg 
' was the only system of shorthand taught. From the 175 teachers ji 
reporting, 169 taught Gregg shorthand, two taught both Gregg 
and Thomas, one taught Gregg and Dewey Script, one taught only 
Dewey Script, one taught Pitman, and one taught Pitman and 
• Owen ABC shorthand. 
The majority of schools tend to accept 20 to 25 words a :i 
II 
11 minute for passable rate of transcription speed for easy 
I' 
11 material after one year's work in a transcription class, and 
li 15 to 25 words a minute for difficult material. From 136 
'I 1: replies, 50 schools reported 20 words a minute and 68 schools 
il I reported 25 words a minute, as a passable rate of transcription 
II 
il speed for easy material after one year 1 s work in a transcrip-
" 
" i! From 136 replies, 54 schools reported 15 words il tion class. 
li a minute, 55 reported 20 words a minute, and 18 r~~orted 25 
'I 
,, 
,. 
i: 
II 
I! 
i 
. ;L._ 
~ I !i 
i' 
words a minute as a passable rate of transcription speed for 
difficult material after one year's work in a transcription 
class. 
Most schools reported the teaching of transcription in more 
than one course. A definite tendency to teach transcription 
in shorthand II was indicated. From 169 replies, transcription 
was taught by 85 teachers in shorthand I, 146 in shorthand II, 
25 in shorthand III, 43 in secretarial practice or a similar 
course, six teachers in typewriting II, and four in type-
writing III. Seven teachers had a separate co,wse in trans-
cription. 
Forty-three schools seemed to have students begin 
cription after one semester of shorthand and 81 after 
trans- _, 
two semes 
tars of shorthand. From 166 replies, 69 teachers began 
transcription after two semesters of typewriting, 41 after four 
semesters of typewriting, and 29 teachers after three semesters 
of typewriting. 
The tendency seemed to be for students to study shorthand 
lrour semesters, transcription two semesters, and secretarial 
I 
practice or a similar co,wse two semesters. From 163 replies, 
92 teachers responded that students st,died shorthand four 
semesters, 32 st11died two semesters, and 23 studied three 
semesters. From 163 replies, 76 teachers reported that stu-
dents studied transcription for two semesters, 25 for three 
semesters, and 18 for one semester. From 163 replies, 76 
teachers responded that students studied secretarial practice 
I 
or a similar course for two semesters and 25 for one semester. 
Education of Shorthand Teachers 
From 173 replies, 62 teachers studied shorthand trans-
cription at teachers' colleges, 36 at a private business schoo~ 
17 at a liberal arts college, seven at graduate school, 51 at a 
combination of nore than one type of school, and of these 51 
teachers, 34 reported graduate courses. 
The approximate time of study was reported as follows: 
from 111 replies, one teacher studied between 1900 
and 1909, 13 between 1910 and 1919, 28 between 1920 and 1939, 
40 teachers between 1930 and 1939, and 29 between 1940 and 
1948. 
From 143 replies, 33 teachers studied shorthand trans-
crlption for two semesters, 42 for four semesters, 24 teachers 
for six semesters, and 14 for eight semesters. 
From 132 responses, 10 teachers pursued a course in 
methods of improvement in teaching shorthand or transcription 
between 1920 and 1929, 33 between 1930 and 1939, 68 between 
1940 and 1948, and 21 teachers reported no course in shorthand 
transcription ever pursued. 
From 161 replies, 111 teachers expected to brlng them-
selves up to date on the changes in the Gregg system published 
in the spring of 1949 by self-preparation, 29 by summer courses~ 
and 21 teachers were undecided. I 
Of the 154 replies as to the time when they expected to stmwt I' 
,, 
I . 
II ·1?2 
teaching the improved Gregg system in their school, 59 teachers iJ 
1
!,1 I' 
· responded the fall of 1949, 21 the fall of 1950, five the fall ·1 
I 
I 
II 
I 
of 1951, and 64 teachers were undecided depending upon the ex-
'I 
pense of new books, school connnittee action, and school budgets~i 
!; 
Of the 170 responses, 88 teachers reported they had been 
in their present position from two months to 10 years, 41 from 
'I 
Ji 11 to 20 years, 33 from 21 to 30 years, and eight teachers 
;I 
'· I' 
:I I· II 
Li 
:I 
I 
II 
i 
' 
from 31 to 36 years. 
From the 168 replies, 74 teachers reported teaching short-
hand from two months to 10 years, 49 from 11 to 20 years, 39 
from 21 to 30 years, and six teachers from 31 to 38 years. 
From the 168 responses, 86 teachers reported teaching 
transcription from two months to 10 years, 40 from 11 to 20 
I years, 36 from 21 to 30 years, and six teachers from 31 to 38 
I j: 
li 
I! 
I' 
,I 
li 
li 
li ,, 
:I 
II 
I' I' 
II 
I' 
!I 
I 
II 
li 
II 
i 
years. 
Student Problems 
Of the outstanding student problems in teaching shorthand 
transcription, 130 teachers indicated limited vocabulary, 121 
:: ,, 
checked that students have difficulty spelling, and 97 pointed !! 
out that stn.dents had a poor English background. Other prob-
' ii 
lams indicated by teachers were that students had lack of II 
training in phonetics and memory work, and lack of guidance in ' 
choosing courses. 
1: 
li 
I' I 
I' 
1 
Problems in Shorthand System 
Regarding the greatest difficulties in the shorthand 
system 95 teachers indicated too many disjoined analogical 
word beginnings, 92 too many disjoined analogical word endings,! 
and 75 teachers too many analogical word endings. 1!any teachen:ll 
commented that there were too many exceptions to the shorthand 
1
1 
rules. 
I 
Problems in Shorthand :Material 
Concerning the greatest difficulties in the shorthand 
material, 82 teachers indicated there was not enough remedial 
material available, 74 considered stories in shorthand text-
books were uninteresting to the students, a~d 63 teachers 
felt the material for review purposes was not sufficient. 
Many teachers would prefer simple business letters instead of 
stories in the beginning chapters of the textbooks. Teachers 
felt that additional business material instead of stories 
would s•·pplement students 1 lack of knowledge of business 
words. Many teachers realized that additional material was 
available but too expensive for public school use. 
Transcription Problems 
Concerning the greatest problems in transcription men-
ioned, 99 teachers indicated that studentB cculd p.ot purotoo.te their 1 
\shorthand notes accurately, 91 found time for transcription 
I 
!practice too limited, and 88 indicated that students were 
]poor in English. Many teachers commented that a longer period 
of time would be desirable for transcription. 
General Problems 
Practices indicated for handling low-ability students were 
as follows: 118 teachers encouraged failing students to 
l
transfer to another course, and 68 teachers failed the slower 
1
students. Other techniques used were giving students credit 
I 
]ror the first-year course, but not allowing them to continue 
~ith the advanced courses in shorthand-transcription. ![any 
~~teachers reported they gave extra help and time to the slower 
\students. 
1 Methods used for motivating students were indicated by 
109 teachers using work experience in the school, 105 stressed 
job standards, 87 used bulletin-board displays, 80 used awards, 
1,72 teachers used demonstration. lflany teachers encouraged 
llstudents to apply shorthand practice to practical purposes such 
]~s class notes, messages, and lectures. 
II 
In 
I 
Regarding methods of taking care of individual 
shorthand-transcription classes, 98 teachers used dictation 
rocedures, 83 gave extra credit for extra work, 59 provided 
dequate remedial work, 48 teachers divided class into groups 
I 
ccording to progress, and 40 gave individual projects according 
I 
,i 
I 
II 'I 
II "~~r-~-~= 
1; to ability of student. Other practices suggested were: the ,I 
I 
!I 
better students had more opportunity for work experience in 11 
II 
II the school, and a variety of work was available and students I! 
1
1, chose what they could do best. :1 
li 
!i '· 
Problems in Teaching Shorthand 
To increase writing speed in shorthand, 107 teachers gave 
I frequent preview of difficult material, 102 had students copy 
I, from shorthand plates, 96 teachers practiced on easy or 
II 
!I familiar material, and 85 had students set a goal in speed and 
11 attempt to reach it. Some teachers commented that they pushed ,, . 
1
1j students at a faster rate of speed than they were capable of 
!I and then average speed seemed very easy to them. Other teaeh-
!1 
~~· had students practice difficult material for home work 
11 and then take it in class for speed writing. 
:I 
11 In order to increase the reading speed of shorthand notes, 
' I, 113 teachers had students read extensively from shorthand 
i 
lplates, 101 previewed difficult words in material before 
•I 
llreading, a.nd 83 teachers had students spell shorthand words 
II they were unable to read. Many teachers reported they gave 
ii 
li timed readings. 
i! With students who have difficulty reading their own notes, 
I' 
ii 
" ,, 
' 
I 
i1113 teachers indicated that they stressed proportion of short-
l!jhand outlines, and 105 had students copy from shorthand plates. '' 
!! - ji,, 
'Other teachers had individual conferences with students and 
I' 
I' 
had students analyze their own notes • ji 
=~====~====~ ·--·-·--·--·--" --~--- ------ -~~=~= 
I 
' 
In teaching brief forms, 111 teachers gave daily review, 
75 grouped similar brief forms together, and 64 teachers in-
dicated brief forms when dictating to students. Other sug-
1 
lgested practices used were brief-form sentences and letters, 
[!brief-form matches, and duplicated lists of brief forms for 
!students to fill in the proper shorthand form. 
To develop memory retention, 100 teachers dictated in-
creasingly ahead of students' rate of writing speed, and 99 
I increased the length of the sentence gradually. 
i 
Problems in Teaching Transcription 
In order to teach students who were poor in spelling, 103 
,teachers penalized heavily for spelling errors, and 91 had 
i 
students practice spelling difficult words. Other practices 
reported were that mimeographed spelling sheets were used in 
typing class, spelling errors were correlated with English work, 
lthe use of the dictionary was stressed, and students kept a 
llist of their own misspelled words. 
In teaching students syllabication, 109 teachers gave 
typing drills requiring division of words, 88 stressed syllab-
ication rules, and 69 teachers assigned dictionary work. Other 
ethods used were: syllabication was correlated with students' 
~nglish work, and students were drilled in the use of the 
!dictionary. 
' To teach students punctuation, 105 teachers reviewed 
I 
I 
It I 
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punctuation rules, and 95 teachers had students read material 
back supplying punct-lation. Other practices used were: 
punctuation was correlated with English work, and the punctua-
tion was taught when needed. 
To help students identify paragraphs, 103 teachers iden-
tified paragraphs to students in the beginning stages of die-
tation, and 88 teachers had students insert paragraphs in 
practice material. Several teachers correlated this work with 
the English department. 
To assist the students who were poor in typing, 110 teach-
ers r~d students typewrite in extra periods, 94 gave drills 
11 on alphabetic sentences, and 66 teachers had students review 
I! 
I' 
I, 
li 
II 
li 
beginning exercises in typewriting text. Many teachers com-
mented that they gave individual help and had students review 
the keyboard. Several teachers indicated insufficient time 
li for remedial work in typing • 
. I 
,I One hundred and nineteen teachers graded letters bv mail-
11 " 
'i 
able and unmailable standards, 82 adapted and used standards 
acceptable to business offices, and 64 teachers used a graded 
scale on daily work such as A, B, and c. Some teachers used 
a point system, giving a numerical value for each letter and 
counting the points at the end of the marking period. 
A work-experience program for secretarial students was 
reported in 87 schools consisting of work in the principal's 
office or for other teachers. No work-experience program was 
reported in 75 schools. 
I 
II 
I 
II 
Suggestions for Improving Shorthand-Transcription Teaching 
Part X of the survey report asked for suggestions for 
improving shorthand-transcription instruction. As a result 
of the suggestions offered, the following table was compiled. 
The suggestions were listed in order of frequency reported. 
TABLE V 
II 
1[ 
,, 
I 
'I 
I: 
I 
I 
Suggestions for Improving Shorthand-Transcription Teaching 
--------------------------~ 
II 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
10. 
12. 
Suggestions Frequency 
More time is needed for teaching transcription. 
Extra drill is needed on spelling. 
Extra drill is needed on punctuation. 
Wider use of prognostic tests and additional 
guidance would be helpful. 
Vocabulary of students should be increased. 
The use of the dictionary should be stressed. 
More intensive study of English by transcrip-
tion students is necessary. 
Closer correlation between the transcription 
and English department is desired. 
English, punctuation, and spelling should be 
taught when necessary. 
The need for proofreading should be stressed. 
Wark-experience program for secretarial students 
is needed. 
More drill on syllabication should be required. 
51 
45 
42 
41 
40 
40 
38 
38 
36 
35 
35 
30 
I 
I 
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TABLE V (cont 1 d.) 
Suggestions Frequency 
13. Provide special remedial classes in English 
for those who need it. 24 
14. Provide more interesting letters. 20 
15. There should be well organized pre-
transcription training. 18 
16. Preview all transcription work carefully. 17 
1~. Start typewriting course one year before 
shorthand. 6 
18. Stress business standards in the shorthand-
transcription classes. 5 
19. Encourage students to have all transcribed 
work make sense. 5 
20. Divide shorthand-transcription classes 
into groups according to ability. 4 
21. Correct poor typing habits. 3 
22. Show students how to correct errors 
properly. 3 
23. Drill on techniques of reading in thought 
units. 3 
24. Have individual conferences with students 
to discuss their errors. 3 
25. Frequent phrase drills and phrase previews. 2 
26. Improved textbooks are needed. 2 
27. Capitalize on a spirit of competition. 1 
:I 
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From the foregoing table the following needs were the )) 
II most frequently indicated: a better English background for 
II 
shorthand-transcription students with special stress on spel- II 
;I 
ling, punctuation and vocabulary building; time provided in 
I 
I 1the school program for a work-experience program; additional 
' 
guidance; and wlder use of prognostic and aptitude tests for 
1 shorthand-transcription students. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purposes of this study were to determine the out-
lstanding problems in teaching shorthand transcription, and to 
,I 
determine the best procedures which are now being used in 
Massachusetts in solving the common problems which teachers 
I encounter 
I 
in teaching shorthand transcription. 
II 
II 
I 
Shorthand-Transcription Teaching Problems 
Some of the greatest needs shown in Massachusetts were 
mproved prognostic and aptitude tests, and more effective 
uidance in the selection of shorthand-transcription co1~ses 
I 
I 
' II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il fY stenographic students. This was indicated by the large l1 
,~umber of students reported who dropped out or failed shorthand-~'! 
ltanscription courses. The drop-out rate was high even with I 
' I I he Detroit Clerical, Stanford Achievement, Turse, Hoke, and 1 
C Stenographic Aptitude Tests used as measures for predicting 
'I 
I horthand success. Typing and English marks for predicting 
success were reported to be as satisfactory as the 
se of various stenographic and aptitude tests now available. 
erhaps prognostic and aptitude tests should be developed which 
~nclude all the transcribing abilities. 
11 In many schools no minimum prerequisites for shorthand 
~ranscription seemed to be required. Previous research studies 
il 
I 
I' i! 
il 
I 
II 
show that grades in shorthand, typing, and English should be 
considered before a student begins transcription. 
No uniformity in the placement of transcription was evi-
dent. Teachers reported teaching it in shorthand I, II, and 
III, typewriting I and II, and secretarial practice. One to 
two semesters of shorthand and two to four semesters of type-
writing were required before students began transcription 
training. More agreement among business teachers on the 
length and placement of the transcription course and the 
amount of shorthand and typewriting training necessary before 
the beginning of transcription should be established. 
The greatest difficulties in the shorthand system found 
lby over 50 per cent of the teachers were too many disjoined 
analogical word beginnings and endings, and too many exceptions 
I 
to the shorthand rules. Forty per cent of the teachers indi-
cated too many analogical word endings. Teachers found this 
involved too much memory work and confused students. 
I Over one-half the business teachers felt more time was 
,I needed for the teaching of transcription as it involved 
I developing many skills, such as, shorthand, typewriting and 
I 
!English. So many students were deficient in one of the fore-
igoing skills that more opportunity for review and remedial 
! 
lwork was felt necessary. 
,i Seventy-fo·cll' per cent of the teachers indicated that stu-
lidents had a limited vocabulary, 60 per cent found that students 
I 
,. 
I had 
ilhad 
difficulty in spelling, and 55 per cent felt that students 
a poor English background. Closer correlation between 
transcription and English classes, and more intensive the 
study of English by transcription students were considered 
necessary. Increasing students' vocabulary, which was 
generally considered inadequate, was a serious problem. Con-
tinuous drill and lessons on the use of the dictionary were 
I suggested. 
11 A work-experience program for stenographic students was 
llreported in one-half of the schools solicited, consisting of 
I' work in the principal's office or for other teachers. More 
!opportunity for work-experience programs was considered de-
lsirable. This could be used as a valuable motivating device 
I 
and provide an opportunity for job standards to be stressed. 
Solution of Problems 
In 175 public secondary schools in Massachusetts, 
although many teachers encouraged students to transfer from 
lishorthand to other courses, and although one-third failed 
i 
I the slower students, progressive teachers were using nmny 
techniques for solving the various problems in shorthand-
1 
'transcription. They are summarized on the following pages. 
.. 
Sixty per cent of the teachers replying, motivated stu-
I dents by stressing job standards and using work experience in 
I 
I 
,
1
the school. Applying shorthand to practical purposes such 
lias, class notes, messages, and record keeping, was suggested. 
I 
,i 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I Over 50 per cent of the teachers made provision for indi-
vidual differences through progressive dictation rates, and 
48 per cent gave extra credit for extra work. Other practices ,I 
li 
1
were having a variety of work available; having students II 
I choose what they can do best; and giving better students more I 
!opportunity for work experience in the school. 
I The methods used to increase writing speed by over one-half I 
lthe shorthand teachers were frequent previewing of difficult 
baterial, having students copy from shorthand plates, and 
lfractice on easy and familiar material • 
I Two suggestions given for increasing students' reading 
!speed of shorthand notes were having students spell shorthand 
I ords they could not read, and giving timed readings. Over 
I 
I 
one-half the teachers previewed difficult words in material 
!before reading. 
I 
!l Teaching techniques used by 60 per cent of the teachers 
i th students who had difficulty reading their own notes were 
tressing proportion of shorthand outlines, and copying from 
horthand plates. Two other methods suggested were individual 
I onferences 
1
pwn err or s • 
with students, and analysis by students of their 
In order to teach brief forms, 63 per cent of the teachers 
I 
C"~=~J35 
. II gave daily review, and 43 per cent group:d :c~=i~~~--brief forms ;! 
II together. Other suggestions were dictating brief-form sen-
~ II, tences and letters, and ·having students write the proper short-: 
'I hand form on duplicated list of brief forms in English. 
I; To develop memory retention, 5'7 per cent of the teachers 
I! reported they dictated increasingly ahead of students I rate 
II 
li of writing speed, and increased the length of sentence gradu-
11 ally. 
I/ Over one-half the teachers reported giving practice in 
I! spelling difficult words in typing class. Other methods for 
11 improving spelling were emphasizing unmailable letters caused 
i! by misspelled words, stressing the use of the dictionary, and 
:I II having students keep a list of their misspelled words. 
jj With students who had difficulty with syllabication, 62 
II per cent of the teachers reported giving typing drills which 
I required division of words, and 50 per cent of the teachers 
,I stressed syllabication rules. Other suggestions were cor-
li relating syllabication with students I English work and as-
,1 
!I signing dictionary work. 
I I Methods used by over one-half the teachers for students j, ~~ who have difficulty with punctuation were review of rules, and ;I 
having students read back material supplying punctuation. 
Other practices were teaching punctuation when needed, and 
correlating punctuation with English work. 
Techniques used with students who have difficulty identi-
fying paragraphs reported by over 50 per cent of the teachers 
were having teacher identify paragraphs in the beginning sta~s~ 
and inserting paragraphs in practice material. Correlating II 
this work with the English department was reported by a few 
II teachers. 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Practices used with poor typists by over one-half the 
teachers were having students typewrite in extra periods, and 
drilling on alphabetic sentences. Other suggestions were 
having students review keyboard and giving individual help. 
Twenty teachers indicated insufficient time for remedial work 
in typing. 
Sixty-eight per cent of the teachers graded letters by 
mailable and unmailable standards and 47 per cent used stan-
dards acceptable to business offices. Only 37 per cent of the 
teachers reported using a graded scale on daily work such as 
A, B, and c. A few teachers indicated using a point system, 
i 
I 
I 
giving a numerical value for every letter and counting the 
at the end of the marking period. 
pointS 
Recommendations for Improving 
Shorthand-Transcription Teaching 
Based on information gained through this study, the fol-
lowing recommendations were made: 
I' 
I 
'I 
I 
II 
,I 
Ill 
More effective guidance should be given students selecting I; 
shorthand-transcription courses. I 
Additional time is needed for the teaching of transcription~ 
More definite prerequisites should be established for II 
====*==== 
shorthand-transcription courses. 
Business English should be required of students before 
they begin transcription, including gramiT~r review, letter 
writing, spelling and business vocabulary, punctuation, and 
proofreading. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
A national study might well be made of the shorthand-
ltranscription problems and techniques for solving these prob-
i!lems. The most successful methods for overcoming students 
lllimited vocabulary, spelling difficulties, and poor English 
!!background could be found, and the reason why so many students 
!drop out or fail shorthand each year could be investigated. 
Work should continue on developing an improved shorthand 
system and better textbooks. 
li Reliable prognostic and achievement tests should be 
~~constructed. 
I 
II j, 
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APPENDIX A 
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT SALEM 
February '2, J04S'> 
l'P. A. Jeron:e Goodwin 
Prindo::;l, Deerfleld !'ll'b qrhool 
DeerflPld, M3sssr~usetts 
I "~ 'n9ldnl'" stur'v of the tr'l' 1'n•~ ·c'"lr'! tt.e teoc"dnR: 
oro~le~s o~ the shorthq;d-tra~rcr~~t10n te~chers in ¥a~P~­
chiJRetts. The rrstJlts of this stur'y ~?Y ~e o• v?l~e to 
tegcher-trs~~inrr rro~r~~s snd 1m~~~~ad ~et~o~s of •n~truc­
tion in shorthqno-tr.,ncc'!"l t:!on. 'C''is st"r'~, :!s re'nr-
conc',cted under the !lirection of Eele"' .J. 1\el 1:1, .'-""'st·r-1t 
P~ofessor of ?·1s~~e~~ E0tlc~tion, S~le~ ~e~rhers Colle~e. 
'r'e>ulCl you ~---l,3ase q?\-: one of :.roui" (":}l:)r>th!?nd-tr 0 nRcr1 ... ~­
tion te'lchers to co-0lete t~e enclosed survey re~ort to ~e 
filled out nnd returned to n:e tbrouch your offloe nt your 
esrl~es·~ con 1:en~ence? 
Of co•Jrse, no n•l':lBS of tear!"er'' or "chools ,.,., 11 "·e 
;}sec1 ln connection •·c:!th the survey ~esnlt. crr•A"e ••nri·,ws 
, .. ~ 11 ~e vr-.·3e 1{Do,·rn to those :ntere~ted, 
Very tr·,1_y you~s, 
'Snclosures 
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APPENDIX B 
COPY OF THE FOLLOW-UP CARD 
Dear Sir: 
State Teachers College 
Salem, Massachusetts 
Three weeks ago I sent you an inquiry 
concerning shorthand-transcription prob-
lems in your school. As yet, I have 
received no reply. I hope to have my 
data complete by March 30, and would 
appreciate your mailing this survey re-
port as soon as possible. 
Very truly yours, 
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APPENDIX C 
SURVEY REPORT OF SHORTHAND-TRANSCRIPTION IN MASSACHUSETTS 
PART ][, ENROLLMENT AND GENERAL DATA 
Name of School. ______________________________________________ • 
1. What is the approximate total enrollment of your school for 
1948-49? students. 
2. What is the approximate total enrollment in the business 
subjects for 1948-49? students. 
3. What is the total number of teachers teaching shorthand or 
transcript ion? ------------~---------------------------------· 
4. What is the average yearly enrollment in 
a. Beginnin~ shorthand. 
b. Advanced shorthand. 
c. Transcription l. 
d. Transcription II. 
e. Secretarial Practice. 
5. What is the average percent of students enrolled in shorthand 
which drop out or fail each year? • 
6. What system of Shorthand do you teach? 
a. Gregg 
------b. Pitman 
_____ c. Thomas 
___ d. Other 
7. What prognostic tests or other predictive factors do you use in 
determining which students should enroll in shorthand? 
______ a. Turse Aptitude Test 
_______ b. Hoke Aptitude Test 
c. Detroit Clerical 
-------d. ERC Stenographic Aptitude 
______ e. Stanford Achievement 
_______ f. Grades in English 
g. Grades in Typing ------~h. Foreign language marks 
i. Other: 
------
8. To what extent has your prediction of students' success in 
shorthand been successful? 
a. Unsatisfactory 
-----:b. Fairly satisfactory; 
______ c. Very Satisfactory 
9 •. Please indicate the number of students and classes you teach: 
No of Classes 
a. Shorthand I 
b. Shorthand II---------~--
c. Shorthand III 
d, Transcription I 
e. Transcription II 
f. Secretarial Prac~t7i~c~e--------
No of Students 
10. Check classes in which you teach transcription? 
a. Shorthand l 
------b. Shorthand II 
c. Shorthand III 
------d. Secretarial Practice 
2. 
______ e. Other: 
---------------------------------------· 
11. How many semesters do students study (a) shorthand 
(b) transcription ----~--(c) secretarial practice or similar courses _________________ . 
12. Students begin transcription after they have completed 
(a) semesters of shorthand and (b) semesters 
of typewriting? 
PART II. EDUCATION OF SHORTHAND TEACHERS 
1. In what type of school did you study shorthand-transcri~ion? 
a. Private business school · ------~b. Undergraduate teachers college 
_______ c. Liberal arts college 
d. Graduate school 
-------
_______ e. Others 
-------------------------------------------------· 
2. In approximately what years did you study shorthand-trans-
cription? 
--------------------------------------------· 
3. How many semesters did you study shorthand & transcription? 
semesters. 
4. 
5. 
When did you pursue a course in (a) Methods or Improvement 
in Teaching Shorthand ~~~~---------(b) Methods or Improve-
ment in Teaching Transcription ? 
In view of the revision to be published in the Gregg system in 
Spring, 1949, how are you planning to bring yourself up-to-date 
on the changes? 
--------:a. Summer college course 
________ b. Self-preparation 
________ c. Other plans: ------------------------------------------· 
6. When do you expect to start teaching the New Standard Grogg 
system in your school? 
--------:a• Fall of 1949 
________ b. Fall of 1950 
________ c. Fall of 1951 
________ d. Other: 
7. ·How long have you been in your present teaching position? 
--------------" ears • 
8. How many years have you taught (a) shorthand 
(b) transcription ---------------------------------------------? 
n 
PART III. STUDENT PROBLEMS 
Check your chief student problems in teaching shorthand-
transcription (double check those you consider most important). 
------~a· Students do not have high enough intelligence. 
b. Students are too immature. 
------~c. Students are not sincerely interested. 
------~d· Students will not spend enough time on home assignments. 
\ ------~e· Students have a poor English background. f. Students have a limited vocabulary. 
------~g. Students have difficulty reading shorthand. 
------~h· Students have difficulty writing shorthand. 
i. Students have difficulty spelling. 
------~j. Students have difficulty typing. 
~----~k· Students have undesirable personal traits. 
1. Students have poor work habits. 
-------m. Students progress at too many different levels. 
____ n. Other: 
PART IV. PROBLEMS IN SHORTHAND. SYSTEM 
1. In your judgment, what are the greatest difficulties in the 
shorthand system? Check your chief problems (double check 
those you consider most important). 
-----~a. Tho shorthand system is too complicated. 
______ b. Too much memory work. 
c. Too many brief forms. 
-----d. Too many disjoined principles. 
____ o. Too many disjoined analogical word beginnings. 
f. Too many analogical word endings. 
------g. Too many disjoined analogical word endings. 
____ h. Too many prefixes and suffixes. 
______ i. Other: 
----------------------------------------------· 
PART V. PROBLEMS IN SHORTHAWD ~~TERIAL 
1. In your judgment, what are the greatest difficulties in the 
shorthand material? Check your chief problems (double check 
those you consider most important). 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
Not enough remedial material. 
Insufficient amount of practice material. 
Not enough material for review. 
Too much material to covor. 
The material is not scientifically prepared for 
building shorthand speed. 
Stories in shorthand textbooks are uninteresting to 
the students. 
Other: 
PART VI. TRANSCRIPTION PROBLEMS 
1. In your judgment, what aro tho groatost difficulties in 
teaching transcript ion? Chock your chief problems (double 
chock those you consider most important), 
4. 
____ a. Students cannot road their shorthand notes accurately. 
____ b. Students cannot punctuate their shorthand notes 
accura to ly. 
_____ c. Students cannot spoll thoir shorthand notos accurately. 
d. Students are poor in English. 
----e. Students cannot typo fast enough. 
____ f. Students cannot typo accurately enough. 
__ g. Typewriters aro not available. 
h. Transcription is begun too soon. 
----i. Transcription docs not begin soon enough, 
____ .i. The time for transcription prrJctico is too limi tod, 
k. Other: ' 
----
PART VII. GENERAL PROBLEMS 
1. What do you do with low ability students? 
~· Have students ropoat tho course. 
----:b. Encourage failing students to transfer to another 
course. 
c, Fail slower students. 
---
____ d. Other: 
2. What methods do you use for motivating students? 
a. Demonstrations ~~~-------_~b. Student chart of progress 
c, Awards • 
-----~a. Bulletin-bosrd displays 
e. Speakers 
-----f. Visits to local offices 
g. Films 
----:h. Work exporience in tho school 
_______ i. Stress job standards 
------~j. Exhibits 
____ k. Othor: -------------------------------------------· 
3. How do you tako crJro of individual differences? 
a. Givo minimum and maximum rJssignmonts. 
-------b. Give alternate assignments after obligotory work is 
dono, 
_______ c. Give oxtrn credit for oxtra work, 
d, Provide ndequsto romcdial work. 
-------o. Give injividual projects according to ability of 
student. 
_____ f. Divide class into groups according to progress, 
____ 8• Provide for individual differences through dictation 
procedures. 
b. Ot:h,)l•: 
----- ------·---------~----------------------------· 
5. 
PART VIII. PROBLEMS IN TEACHING SHORTHAND 
1. Give techniques you usc for increasing writing speed in shorthand. 
--~---a· Usc pyramid plan for building spood, 
b. Give penmanship drills, 
-----c. Have students copy from shorthand plates, 
______ d. Frequent preview of difficult material. 
o. Practice easy or familiar material. 
-----f. Have students sot a goal in speed and attempt to roach 
it. 
___ g. Other: 
2, Give techniques for increasing reading speed of shorthand notes, 
a. Road extensively from shorthand plates. 
---~b. Preview difficult words in m'ltorial before reading. 
____ c. Have students spell shorth~:md words they c::m 1 t ro'\d, 
d. Review shorthand alpha bit and phonetics. 
-----o. Frequent reading practice of familiar material. 
____ f. Other: 
3, What teaching techniques do you uso with students who have 
difficulty reading their own notes? 
a, Give oenmanship drills, 
----b. Stress prooortion of shorthand outlines. 
____ c, 3tross placement of shorthand outlines. 
____ d. Have students copy from shorthand pl'ltes. 
____ e. Other: 
4, What techniques do you uso in teaching brief forms? 
n. Give daily review, 
----b. Group similar brief forms together. 
c. Give special drill based on diagnostic test results, 
----d, Indicate brief forms when dictating to students. 
____ c. Others ------------~---------------------· 
5, Wh~t techniques do you usc to develop memory retention during 
dictntion? 
____ o..Dictate n complete sentence before students start 
writing. 
______ b.Incrcuso tho length of tho sentence gr.1dually. 
n.Spoed up last para3raph of a letter, 
-----d,Dictato increasingly ahead of students rata of writing. 
_____ o .• Othor: • 
PART IX. PROBLEMS IN TEACHING TRANSCRIPTION 
1. What do you do with students who nrc poor in spelling? 
----:U• Hnvo students practice spelling difficult words, 
____ b. Dictate difficult words and have students typo thorn 
ropoC~tedly. 
c. Pen<Jlize heavily for spelling errors. 
-----d. Have students koop notebooks of misspelled words. 
____ a. Other: 
2. What do you do with students who have difficulty with syllabi-
co. tion? 
-----~a. Stross syllabication rules, 
b. Assign dictionary work. 
-----c. Give typing drills requiring division of words, 
_______ d, Othor: 
6. 
3. Whnt do you do with students '"ho hnve difficulty with punctuation? 
o. Review punctu~tion rules. -----~b. Have students insert correct ounctu~tion. 
-----c. Hnvo students rce1d mnteri'11 b;ck supplying punctuation. 
____ d. Give spcci'll inflection of voice while dictnting. 
____ c. HrlVo specinl remedial work on ounctu'ltion. 
f, Other~ 
-----
4. What do you do with students who have trouble identifying 
par'1graphs? 
_____ a. Emphasize paragrnohs to students in the beginning 
st11ges. 
____ b. H'lvo stuC'ents insert p'lr'1grnohs in practice m~tori'llo 
_____ c, Lengthen o11uso Gt end of po.ragrnphs '·"hen dict~ting. 
____ d .• Give special inflection of the voice '"'hen dict~ting. 
c. Other: 
---- ----------~---------------------------------------· 
5, What do you do with poor typists? 
a. H~vc students typo in extra ocriods. 
----:b. Hnvo students review beginning exercises in typewriting 
text. 
c. Give drills on alphabetic sentences. 
----d. Give spochl drills based on diagnostic test results. 
_____ o. Other: 
6. Wh'1t techniques do you usc to develop proofrc'1ding? 
____ a. Ro"d m~terinl •md h'1VC students chock their own work, 
____ b. H:1vo students ro'ld each others' work. 
c. Give penalty for not finding errors. 
-----d. Give extra ooints if ouoils find all errors. 
_____ c. Usc speci'1l.m'1to~i'lls.to develop proofronding. 
____ f. Other: 
7. Wh'1t techniques do you usc for grading letters? 
---~'1· Usc m:1ilnble '1nd unmail'lblo stand3rds, 
_____ b. Usc '1 grndod scnlo on d'11.ly work Gs A, B, C, D, F. 
c. Gr<1do all '"ork dono during tho period, 
----d, Grado a samr,>ling of work dono during tr'1nscriotion 
class, 
o. Ad'1ot ,;nd usc stqnd'lrds nccopt'lble to business offices. 
___ f, Other: 
8. ~hnt do you consider a passable rate of tr'lnsc~iption 'lfter 
one yonr 1 s •ork in a transcription clnss? 
Easy material Difficult material 
'l• 15 words a minute e. 15 •ords n minute 
---. 
_____ b. 20 words a minute f, 20 words a minute 
--~-c, 25 words n minute g. 25 words 3 minute 
____ d. Other h. Other 
PART X. SUGGE.C:TIONS FOR IMPROVING SPcORTHAND-TRA"'SCRIPTION 
l. My three best suggestions for improvlng shorthrmd-tr.'lnscription 
instruction arc: a. _______________________________________________________________ ___ 
b ·--..... -----------------------------------------------c. _________________________________________________________ ___ 
7. 
PART XI. '''ORK EXPSRIENCE 
1. Do you hove n •ork-expcrioncc progr~m for secretarial students 
in your school? 
o. Yes 
----. 
____b. No 
Comments: 
REQUEST FOR SUMM_!l.RY OF FINDINGS 
1. Do you wish to receive o sul!Lmnry of the findings of this survey? 
----.n· Yes 
____ b. No 
If yes, give n'3mc nnd 'lloiling ~ddross. 
Nome: 
Address: 
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APPENDIX D 
l~SSACHUSETTS SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
WHICH REPLIED TO SHORTHAND-TRANSCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Abington 
Acton 
Adams 
Agawam 
Amesbury 
Amherst 
Ashby 
Ashland 
Athol 
Attleborough 
Auburn 
Ayer 
Barnstable 
Barre 
Bellingham 
Belmont 
Bernards town 
Boston 
Brighton 
Girls' High 
Jeremiah E. Burke 
Roslindale 
Beverly 
Braintree 
Bridgewater 
Brockton 
Brookfield 
Burlington 
Cambridge Latin 
Canton 
Charlemont 
Charlton 
Chatham 
Chelmsford 
Chelsea 
Chester 
Chicopee 
Clinton 
Cohasset 
Concord 
Dalton 
Danvers 
Dartmouth 
Dedham 
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Deerfield 
Dighton 
Douglas 
Dracut 
East Bridgewater 
Egartown 
Everett 
Fairhaven 
Fall River 
Falmouth 
Fitchburg 
Framingham 
Franklin 
Gardner 
Georgetown 
Gloucester 
Grafton 
Great Barrington 
Greenfield 
Groton 
Groveland 
Hamilton 
Hardwick 
Harvard 
Hatfield 
Hopedale 
Hopkington 
Hudson 
Ipswich 
Kingston 
Lancaster 
Lawrence 
Lee 
Leicester 
Leominster 
Lexington 
Littleton 
Ludlow 
Lunenburg 
Lynn English 
Malden 
Manchester 
Mansfield 
Marblehead 
Marshfield 
Medford 
Melrose 
Mendon 
Merrimac 
Methuen 
Milford 
Millbury 
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Millis 
Milton 
Monson 
Montague-Turners Falls 
Nantucket 
Natick 
Needham 
New Bedford 
Newburyport 
-New Salem 
Newton 
North Adams 
Northampton 
North Andover 
North Attleborough 
Northborough 
Northbridge 
North Brookfield 
Northfield 
Norton 
Norwell 
Orange 
Orleans 
Oxford 
Palmer 
Pembroke 
Pepperell 
Petersham 
Plymouth 
Provincetown 
Quincy 
Reading 
Rockland 
Rockport 
Rutland 
Salem 
Saugus 
Scituate 
Sharon 
Sherborn 
Somerset 
Somerville 
Southbridge 
South Hadley 
Springfield Commerce 
Stockbridge 
Stoneham 
Stoughton 
Sudbury 
Sutton 
Swansea 
Taunton 
Tewksbury 
Tisbury 
Uxbridge 
Wakefield 
Walpole 
\!fare 
Warren 
Wayland 
Webster 
Wellfleet 
Westborough 
West Boylston 
West Bridgewater 
Westfield 
Westford 
West Newbury 
Weston 
West Springfield 
Westwood 
Weymouth 
Whitman 
Williamsburg 
Williamstown 
Winchendon 
Winchester 
Woburn 
Wrentham 
Yarmouth 
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